Translating exome sequencing from research to clinical diagnostics.
In the relatively short time frame since the introduction of next generation sequencing, it has become a method of choice for complex genomic research studies. As a paradigm shifting technology, we are now witnessing its translation into clinical diagnostic laboratories for patient care. Multi-gene panels for a variety of disorders are now available in several clinical laboratories based on targeted gene enrichment followed by next generation sequencing. Genome wide interrogation of protein coding regions, or exome sequencing, has been successfully and increasingly applied in the research setting for the elucidation of candidate genes and causal variants in individuals and families with a diversity of rare and complex genetic disorders. Based on this progress, exome sequencing is also beginning a translational process into clinical practice. However, introducing exome sequencing as a diagnostic modality poses new technical and bioinformatics challenges for clinical laboratories. In this review, we present technical and bioinformatics aspects of exome sequencing, describe representative examples from the literature of how exome sequencing has been used for candidate gene discovery, and discuss considerations for its clinical translation.